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In addition to the materials below, browse the stacks at UGA Main Library in the NA section (Architecture), the E’s (county and local histories) and at the UGA Science Library in the TH section (building technology). Journals like American Builder and Better Homes and Gardens can be very useful in working with 20th century houses.

GENERAL INFORMATION ON RESEARCHING BUILDINGS

Green, Betsy J. Discovering the History of Your House and Your Neighborhood. Santa Monica, California. Santa Monica Press LLC, 2002.
   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 907.2 Clarke GREEN

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 782.028 Clarke HOWARD

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 728.37 Clarke LIGHT

BASIC ARCHITECTURE

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720 Clarke DIETSCH
   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720.9758 Clarke LANE
   UGA CALL NUMBER: NA730 .G4 L36 1996 (Main 3rd floor Georgia Room)
   (Hargrett)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720.9758 Clarke LINLEY
   UGA CALL NUMBER: NA730 .G4 L564 (Main 7th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720.973
   UGA CALL NUMBER: NA7205 .M35 1984 (Main 7th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720 Clarke NATIONAL
   UGA CALL NUMBER: E159 .N356 1976a (Main 4th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 692.2
   UGA CALL NUMBER: TH2031 .R183 1941 (Owens Library G14 Caldwell Hall)

LOCAL HISTORY MATERIALS

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke DOSTER
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 D67 2002 (Main 3rd floor Georgia Room)
   (Hargrett)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: GR 720.9 Clarke HAJOS
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 H2 (Main 4th floor)
   *ONLINE*: http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/georgiabooks/pdfs/gb0145.pdf
   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: GR 975.818 Clarke HULL
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 H9 1978 (Main 4th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 720.9 Clarke MARSHALL
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 M290 1987 (Main 3rd floor hargrett)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 929.5 Clarke MARSHALL Vol. 1
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 M37 2009 (Owens Library G14 Caldwell Hall)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke MORRIS
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 M6 1969 (Main 4th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke REAP
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 R4 2001 (most copies seem to be at Main 3rd floor Hargrett)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke HISTORY
   UGA CALL NUMBER: Ga Room F294 .A7 R8 2000 (Main 3rd floor Hargrett)

Strahan Charles Morton. *Clarke County, Ga. and the City of Athens*. Athens, Georgia: [ C.P. Byrd, printer],1893.
   *ONLINE*: http://dlg.galileo.usg.edu/georgiabooks/pdfs/gb1010.pdf
   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: on microfilm only
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F292 .C4 S8 (Main 4th floor)
   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke TATE
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F294 .A7 T340 (Main 4th floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 975.818 Clarke THOMAS
   UGA CALL NUMBER: F292 .C5 T46 2009 (Main 4th floor)
   YS5700 (Science 2nd floor Leisure Collection)
   F292 .C5 T46 2009 (Miller Learning Center Reading Room, 3rd floor, NonCirculating)

**RESTORATION AND CONSERVATION OF HISTORIC BUILDINGS AND THE MATERIALS IN THEM**

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke DECKER

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 690.8 Clarke DWORING

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 690.2 Clarke HISTORIC
   UGA CALL NUMBER: TH2235 .H56 1997 (Science 3rd floor)

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke HUTCHINS

   A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke HUTCHINS
   UGA CALL NUMBER: TH4816 .H880 (Science 3rd floor)

A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke JACKSON
UGA CALL NUMBER: TH4816 .J33 1992 (Science 3rd floor)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 64307 Clarke KANGAS


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke KITCHEN
UGA CALL NUMBER: TH4817 .K58 1991 (Science 3rd floor)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 693.1 Clarke LONDON
UGA CALL NUMBER: TH1199 .L66 1988 (Science 3rd floor)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 644.3 Clarke Martens


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 749.6302 Clarke MOSS
UGA CALL NUMBER: NK2115.5 .L5 M67 1988 (Main 7th floor)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke NASH
UGA CALL NUMBER: YS5305 (Science 2nd floor Leisure Collection)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 747.5 Clarke NYLANDER
UGA CALL NUMBER: TS1767 .N94 1983 (Science 3rd floor)

A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 643.7 Clarke ORME
UGA CALL NUMBER: TH4816 .O75 1989 (Science 3rd floor)


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 693.6 Clarke SHIVERS


A-CCL CALL NUMBER: 728 Clarke WILLIAMS